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A
AAN (see aliasing as noise)
aliasing, 7, 29, 51, 61, 87, 109, 149
aliasing as noise, 161, 177
analog filter, 58
angle space, 62
atmospheric transmission, 218
Auger recombination, 249
average display luminance, 142

B
background-limited $D^*$, 254
background photon flux, 256
bar targets, 130
bilinear interpolation, 90
blocked aperture MTF, 46
blur, 150
boost, 180

C
calibration constant, 152
camera, 5
cathode ray tube, 213
CCD (see charge-coupled device)
chance, 47
charge-coupled device, 198–199
cold stop, 224
contrast enhancement, 180
contrast threshold function, 139, 277, 279
coordinate systems, 155
cortical filters, 139, 176, 197, 281
CRT (see cathode ray tube)
CTF (see contrast threshold function)
CTF$_{sys}$ (see system contrast threshold function)

dark current, 247
depletion current, 250
detectivity, 252
detectivity model, 152, 172
detector bias point, 246
detector MTF, 40, 48, 226
detector noise, 223, 256
diamond-shaped detector, 41
diffraction MTF, 37, 46
diffusion current, 249
diffusion MTF, 226, 262
direct-injection circuit, 246
display format, 218
display glare (see glare)
display luminance (see average
display luminance and minimum
display luminance)
display MTF, 213
dither, 100
driving function, 10
effective blackbody temperature, 168
electron–hole pairs, 243
electronic stabilization, 55
enclosure flux, 224
equivalent bandwidth, 38
erf (see error function)
error function, 145
exponential MTF, 48
eye model (see observer vision model)
eye tracking, 51
eyeball MTF, 139, 280
F
field replication, 58, 111, 119
field test, 125
fill factor, 253
fixed pattern noise, 246, 257
flux model, 223
forcing function (see driving function)
FPN (see fixed pattern noise)
frame integration, 201, 282
frequency domain filters, 35

G
gain, 134, 198
Gaussian MTF, 48
glare, 142

H
HgCdTe, 259

I
identification task, 116, 118, 120, 123
image reconstruction (see reconstruction)
imager gain (see gain)
InSb, 259
interlace, 100, 200
interpolation, 15, 88, 90
interpolation MTF, 94
isoplanatic patch, 32

L
LCD (see liquid crystal display)
level, 135, 198
linear shift invariant, 31
linearity, 9, 31
line-of-sight jitter, 49
liquid crystal display, 213
LOS jitter (see line-of-sight jitter)
LSI (see linear shift invariant)

M
microscan, 99
minimum display luminance, 142
minimum resolvable temperature, 182, 187
mistake rate, 147
MODTRAN4, 221
modulation, 137
modulation transfer function, 33
motion blur, 57, 111
MRT (see minimum resolvable temperature)
MTF (see modulation transfer function)
multipixel interpolation, 90

N
natural illumination, 194
NEDT (see noise equivalent temperature difference)
neural noise, 139
noise
   normalized, 151
   spatial, 150
   temporal, 152
noise current, 258
noise equivalent, 153
noise equivalent temperature difference, 255

O
observer training (see training)
observer vision model, 139, 277
oculomotor system, 52
one-dimensional analysis, 43
optical transfer function, 33
optics MTF, 208
OTF (see optical transfer function)

P
Φ84, 145
photocurrent, 243, 256
photogenerated electrons, 243
photon model, 154
photovoltaic detector, 241
PID (see probability of identification)
pixel replication, 90
Planck's equation, 171
point spread function, 31
postblur, 3, 7, 66
postsample (see postblur)
preblur, 3, 7, 64
presample (see preblur)
probability of identification, 124, 127, 144
proportionality constant (see calibration constant)
psf (see point spread function)
pyrometer temperature, 170

Q
quantal noise, 139
quantum efficiency $\eta$, 252
quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs), 248

R
$R_0A$, 243
radiative (band-to-band) recombination, 248
range performance, 144, 179, 202
readout integrated circuit (ROIC), 246
real MTF, 42
reconstruction, 5, 12
reflectivity model (see photon model)
replication (see pixel replication)
resolution, 131
response function, 10
responsivity, 252
ROIC (see readout integrated circuit)
ROIC noise, 257

S
$S_{imp}$ (see scene contrast temperature)
sample imager, 3
sample imager response, 61, 68
sample phase, 66
sampling, 156
sampling process, 5, 7, 15
sampling theorem, 24
scene contrast temperature, 136, 176, 181
scene flux, 224
separability, 36, 144
shift invariance, 10, 31
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, 249
signal, normalized, 151
signal reconstruction, 14
signal spectral density, 133
signature (see target signature)
SIR function (see spurious imager response function)
sky-to-ground ratio, 220
SMAG (see system magnification)
snapshot, 201
spatial cues, 134
spatial domain filters, 35
spurious response (see also aliasing), 61
spurious imager response function, 67, 156
SRH recombination (see Shockley-Read-Hall recombination)
symmetrical shape MTF, 42
system contrast threshold function, 140, 174, 196, 279
system magnification, 57–58

T
target contrast, 122, 133, 193
target identification (see identification task)
target signature, 121
target test set (see test sets)
targeting task performance metric, 133, 144
test sets, 123, 126, 128
thermal imager, 165
thermal signature, 167, 173
TOD (see triangle orientation discrimination)
training, 122
transfer function, 33
triangle orientation discrimination, 184
TTP (see targeting task performance metric) turbulence, 223

V
visibility, 221
visual cortex filters (see cortical filters)

W
white frequency spectrum, 132
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